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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper a linear operator T from a normed function space &( Y, Y) 
into the space N(X, p) of all ,u-measurable functions is called a generalized 
Carleman operator if T is an integral operator (kernel operator) with 
kernel T(s, y) such that for almost every x E X the function T,(y) =17(x, y) 
is an element of the first associate space Li( Y) of Lp( Y). In the case of 
Lz( Y, Y) this means that for almost every x E X we have T,(y) = T(x, y) E 
E Lz( Y, Y), which is a condition for a Carleman operator defined on &( Y, Y). 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove order theoretic characterizations 
of generalized Carleman operators. As a consequence we find an order 
theoretic characterization of integral operators of finite double norm 
(generalized Hille-Tamarkin operators). We also indicate in this paper 
that the recognition problem for integral operators on L-spaces, as posed 
by P. R. Halmos and V. S. Sunder in [3] ($ 17), has a satisfactory answer, 
which differs only slightly from one of the characterizations of Carleman 
operators. The author would like to express his gratefulness to Professor 
A. C. Zaanen for helpful suggestions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We first recall some definitions and notations. For terminology not 
explained in this paper we refer to the books [S] and [7]. By (X, ,u) and 
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(Y, Y) we denote a-finite measure spaces and by M(X, ,u) and H( Y, Y) 
the linear spaces of all real valued p-measurable functions on X, or 
Y-measurable functions on Y, where functions equal almost everywhere 
are identified. Any measurable function assuming the values +oo and 
- 00 on a set of measure zero is, therefore, also an element of M(X, cl) 
or M( Y, Y). The linear subspace .L of M( Y, Y) is called an (order) ideal in 
dd( Y, Y) if it follows from f E L and [g(y)] < If(y)\ a.e. that g E L. The 
linear operator T from an ideal L in M( Y, Y) into M(X, p) is called a 
kernel operator (or integral operator) if there exists a ,u x Y-measurable 
T(z, y) on X x Y such that T/(x) = J T(x, y)/(y)&(y) a.e. on X for every 
f E L. The function T(z, y) is called the kernel of T. Note that if T(z, y) 
is the kernel of a kernel operator, then so is IT@, y)l. We now recall one 
of the most important theorems on kernel operators, first proved by A. V. 
Buhvalov in [1] and proved, by more elementary means, by the author 
in [S] (theorem 3.3). 
THEOREM 1.1. The linear operator T from L into M(X, p) is a kernel 
operator if and only if it fOllOW.3 f9VTrt 0 <Un <U E L and Un z 0 that 
Tu,(x) + 0 a.e. on X. 
By Un % 0 we here mean that every subsequence of the sequence 
(Un: n= 1, 2, . ..) contains a subsequence converging to zero a.e., or, 
equivalently, that the sequence u,, converges in measure to zero on every 
set of finite measure. 
From the above theorem one deduces immediately the following solution 
to the recognition problem for integral operators on La-spaces, as posed 
by Halmos and Sunder in [3] (f 1’7). 
THEOREM 1.2. A hear operator A from & into LZ is an integral operator 
if and only if it fOllOW8 from gn E Lz, lgnl <go E Lz and llg& -+ 0 that 
Agn(x) + 0 a.e. 
Let us compare this theorem with theorem 17.7 of [3] (see also theorem 
2.4 of this paper) : A linear operator A: LP + Lz is a Carleman operator 
if and only if gn E Lz, llg,& + 0 implies that Agn(x) + 0 a.e. on X. 
We see that the answer to the recognition problem for integral operators 
is almost the same as for Carleman operators. For Carleman operators 
there are other characterizations in terms of orthonormal bases known 
(see theorem 2.4), but for integral operators there are at present no such 
characterizations known. We also note that theorem 1.2 (or theorem 1.1) 
also answers problem 8.4 of [3]. The problem asks whether every (possibly 
non-measurable induced) integral operator from Lz(Y) into .&(X) is 
induced by a measurable kernel. The answer to this question is afhrmative, 
since a (possibly) non-measurable induced integral operator from Lz(Y) 
into L2(X) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.2, as one can check by 
an easy application of the dominated convergence theorem. 
The Gst step in the proof of theorem 1.1. is to show that T is an order 
bounded linear mapping from L into M(X, ,u) if T satisfies the condition 
that Ogu, <u E L and un 7 0 implies that Tu,Jx) + 0 a.e. This follows 
from a necessary and sufficient condition for subsets of H(X, p) to be 
order bounded in M(X, p), which we shall prove here. The result is known 
(see [lo], theorem VI.6.2), but our proof is different from the one in [lo] 
(we make no use of representation by continuous functions). We first 
prove an extension of Egoroff’s theorem. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let Ogfn E M(X, p) satisfy fn(x) t 00 as n -+ 00 on a set 
E C X ofJinitepositive measure. Then, for every E > 0, there exists a measurable 
s&set A C E such that ,u(E - A) <s and fn diverges uniformly to 00 on A, 
i.e., for any ikC> 0 there exists a natural number N such that fn(x) > M for 
all XE A and all n>N. 
PROOF. Apply Egoroff’s theorem to the sequence ((1 +fn)-1: n EII>. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let (fr: ‘C E {r}) b e a subset of M(X, ,u). Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) The set (fz: t E 1~)) is 0rder bounded in M(X, p), i.e., there exist8 
g E M(X, p) such that every fi satisjies Ifr(x)l <g(x) a.e. 
(ii) For any subsequence (f,, : n = 1, 2, . . .) of ( fr : z E I-c>) and any sequence 
of number8 In 4 0 we have &f,(x) + 0 a.e. 
PROOF. The proof for (i) + (ii) is trivial, so assume that (ii) holds. 
We first show then that we can restrict ourselves to positive, upwards 
directed systems (fr : z E {r}). Since (ii) also holds for (IfTI : z E {r>) we 
clearly may assume that fz > 0 for all Z. We now denote by (g,,: (T E {o}) 
the upwards directed system obtained from (fz: t E (r}) by taking t?nite 
suprema, i.e., each go is of the form fz, V . . . V frk. Let {gn} C (go} and 
2,J 0. Then for each n we can write g,,= fi,,, V . . . V f,,,,,,,, with each 
fk,n E {fz}. Define 
1U1=...=lUml=~1,1Untl+l=...=ruml+mg=3L2, . . . 
and so on. Then pn J, 0. By (ii) the sequence 
,ulfl,l, p2f2,1, * *a, p?nlfml,l, p?nl+lfl,2, p7n1+2f2,2, **a, p?n,+m2fm2,2, --- 
converges to zero a.e., so the sequence 
/Jlfl,l v p2f2,1 v * * - v fsnlf9nl,l, p?nl+lfl,2 v pm,+zf2,2 v . . . v 
v pnkl+~f4n2,2, - * * 
converges to zero a.e. as well, i.e., &gi, 1sg.2, . . . converges to zero a.e. 
It follows that {go) satisfies (ii) and clearly an upper bound of the go’s 
is also an upper bound of the fT’s, so we may as well assume that the set 
(fr} is directed upwards. By lemma 1.1 of [S] there exists then an extended 
real valued p-measurable function fo> 0 such that fo= supT fz and there 
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also exists an increasing sequence (1%: n= 1, 2, . ..) C {f=} such that 
O<fn(x) f f ( ) 0 x a.e. on X. Assume now that /O(Z) = 00 on a set E of finite 
positive measure. Then, by lemma 1.3, there exists a subset A of E such 
that A is of finite positive measure and (fn : n = 1, 2, . . . ) diverges uniformly 
to 00 on A. Hence, there exist natural numbers ni <ns < . . . such that 
f&r) > k holds on A for all n>nk (k= 1, 2, . ..). This implies k-ijnk(z) 2 1 
on A for k=l, 2, . . . . which is impossible since k-ifnk(z) + 0 a.e. on X. 
It follows that fo is finite a.e. on X. In other words, the set of all fz is 
bounded above by 10 E N(X, 1~). 
COROLLARY 1.6. If T is a linear may, from L C M( Y, Y) into ilf(X, p) 
such that O<u,, <u E L and ua -% 0 implies that Tu,(x) --f a.e., then T is 
an order bounded mapping from L into .M(X, p). 
PROOF. We have to prove that for all ~0 E L+ the set TIO, ~01 is order 
bounded in M(X, ,u). Let un E [0, ~01 and In 4 0. Then a,,~,, --f 0 a.e., so 
certainly jZ,,u% 7 0. It follows from the assumption on T that T(&u~)(x) + 0 
a.e., i.e., &.Tu,(x) + a.e. From this we conclude that TIO, ug] satisfies the 
condition of the above theorem, so TIO, 2101 is order bounded in iV(X, 1~). 
We conclude this section by recalling a theorem of Ya. I. Gribanov [2], 
which we shall need further on. Let S denote a set of non-negative 
Y-measurable functions on Y and let T(x, y) be p x Y-measurable and non- 
negative on Xx Y. Denote by d(z) the pointwise supremum 
sup (JY Ttx, yMy)Wy) : v E 8). 
By a theorem of W. A. J. Luxemburg [6] it follows that d(x) is a 
p-measurabl f e unction of 2. This fact follows also from Gribanov’s theorem, 
but Gribanov’s theorem tells us more. 
THEOREM 1.6 (Luxemburg-Gribanov). Under the above assz&mptions 
there exists a countable subset {vR} of S such that 
44 = su~n ( S T(x, Y) v&)‘d4~)) 
for p-almost every 2 E X. 
We briefly outline the proof of Gribanov’s theorem, since the paper is 
not easily obtainable and in Russian. We divide the proof in several steps. 
Step 1. For n= 1, 2, 3, . . . we define 
&4x) = sup ( J T(x, y) inf (v(y), n)dv(y) : v E S). 
Then one can show that &(x) 1‘ d( x ) f or almost every x E X, so it suffices 
to prove the theorem for the case that S consists of uniformly bounded 
positive measurable functions. 
Step 2. Assume now that T(x, y) is of the special form x-, Xx,,(x)gn(y), 
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where the sets X, are mutually disjoint and the functions g,(y) are bounded 
v-measurable functions. Then one easily proves the theorem for this case. 
Rep ‘3. Assume now that Og T(s, y) E Ll(X x Y, p xv). Then there 
exist T&r, y) > 0, with each 27,(x, y) of the special form as in step 2, 
such that IT,&, y) - T(z, y)I + 0 ,u x v - a.e. and 
IT+&, y) - WA Y)I <f@, Y) E wx x y, p x 4. 
Denote now by dm(z) the (pointwise) supremum of 
Then by step 2 there exist countable subsets & of S such that 
&&) = sup ( J Tm(x, y)v(yW(y) : v E &?a) 
for almost every x E X. A careful application of Fubini’s theorem and the 
dominated convergence theorem for functions of one variable gives that 
d(x) = limm+co C&&C) for almost every x E X. This shows in particular that 
d(x) is a p-measurable function of x. Let now SO= Urn S,,, and let de(z) 
be the pointwise supremum of ( J T(x, y)v(y)dv(y): v G SO). Then do(x) = 
= lim,, d,(x) a.e., by the same arguments which showed that d(x)= 
= lim,, C&(x) a.e. Hence d(z) =&o(x) a.e., so 
44 = “UP ( J T(x, YMY)WY) : v E 80) 
a.8. on X. 
Step 4. Let now 0 < T(x, y) be an arbitrary ,u x v-measurable function. 
Then we select Yn t Y, X, t X such that v( Yn) < 00 and p(X,) < 00 and 
deCne 
T&, Y) = inf V(x, y), 4 -xx&)x~Jy). 
Denote by d,, again the supremum corresponding to Tn(x, y). Then by 
step 3 the functions d, are measurable and the conclusion of the theorem 
of the theorem holds for each of them. An application of Fatou’s lemma 
yields now that &(x) t d( x 8.8. and from this follows the proof for the ) 
general case. 
2. UENERAIXZED CARLEMAN OPERATORS 
Let L be an ideal of v-measurable functions in M( Y, v) equipped with 
a function norm e, i.e., Q is a norm on L with the property that f, g E L 
and 191 Q If I imply that e(g) <e(f). We shall denote such an ideal by L, 
and Lp is called a normed function space. The (first) associate norm Q’ is 
defined by 
e’(f)= sup (S Ifsl~y: e(skl) 
and the (first) associate space is the set of all f E M( Y, v) for which 
e’(f)<- 
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DEFINITION 2.1. A linear operator T from a normed function space 
I&= Le( Y, v) into M(X, ,u) is called a generalized Carleman operator if there 
exists a p x v-measurable T(x, y) such that 
(i) Tf(x)= .I T(x, y)f(y)Wy) a.e. for all f E-L 
(in other words, T is a kernel operator with kernel T(x, y)), 
(ii) for almost every x E X we have T,(y) =T(x, y) E .Li=Ll( Y, v). 
One might think for a moment that condition (i) implies (ii), but this 
is not the case as the following well-known example shows. 
EXAMPLE (See also [12], p. 234 Ex. C). Let X= Y=[O, 11 and ,a=v 
Lebesgue measure. Then T(x, y) = Ix- y]-1’s defines a kernel operator from 
&( Y, v) into Ls(X, ,a). H ence (i) certainly holds, but obviously (ii) does 
not hold, since j IT(x, y)l%v(y)=oo for all x E [0, 11. 
We recall that a function norm Q is called order continuous, if it follows 
from 0 gun E .Lp and un 4 0 that ~(u,,) 4 0. It is not difficult to prove that 
then also e(ur) 4 0 for any downwards directed set u, 4 0 in L4. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let T be a linear operator from a mmed function space 
LQ = Lp( Y, v) with order continuous norm e into M(X, ,u). Then the following 
c0naiti07k3 are equivalent. 
(i) T is a generalized Carleman operator. 
(ii) There exists Ogg E M(X, p) such that for every f E Lp we have 
ITfW~g(x)~e(f) a-e. 0-n X. 
(iii) If fn E Lp (n=l, 2, . ..) and e(fn) + 0, then Tfn(x) + 0 a.e. on X. 
PROOF. First we prove that (i) implies (ii). Let f E Lp. Then, for almost 
every 2 E X, we have by Hiilder’s inequality (for function norms) 
ITfWl c S IT@, YN IfWW~) ~e(f)e’V’dy)). 
By assumption $( Tz( y)) < 00 for almost every z e X and by theorem 1.6 
the function e’(Tz(y)) is a p-measurable function of x. Hence (ii) holds 
with g(z) =e’(T%(y)). The proof that (ii) implies (iii) is trivial. We shall 
therefore prove now (iii) 3 (ii) +- (i). Suppose (iii) holds. Let fn E Lp with 
e(f%)<l (%=I, 2, . ..) and let il, be numbers such that il,J 0. Then 
e(kfd = ke(f9d + 0, so by (iii) In Tfn(x) = T&f,,)(x) --f 0 a.e. on X. This 
implies by theorem 1.4 that 
g= sup (ITfl: f ELQ, e(f)<l) 
exists in M(X, p) and clearly (ii) holds for this function g. We note that 
for the proof that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent we did not use that e is 
order continuous. Assume now that (ii) holds. Then the inequality 
for all f E LQ implies that T is order bounded as a mapping from Lp into 
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M(X, ,u) and also that T+ as well as T- satisfy the inequalities 
P’fl <s-e(f), 
IT-fl6s*e(f) 
for all f E Lp. Hence to prove (i) from (ii) it is no restriction to assume 
that T is positive. Let now u R, u E Lp satisfy Ogu,gu for n=l, 2, . . . 
and u,, 5 0. Then by the order continuity of e we have e(zc%) + 0, so 
Tu,,(x) + 0 a.e. by the inequality 
W44 I G g(x) * e@d 
Hence, by theorem 1. l., T is a kernel operator with kernel T(x, y) z 0. 
It remains to show, that for almost every z E X we have T%(y) = T(z, y) E 
E Li( Y), i.e., that e’(T,(y)) c 00 a.e. on X. For almost every x E X we have 
e’P’zM) = sup ( S T(z, y)f(~)dv(~) : O<f E J%, e(f) Q l), 
so by theorem 1.6 there exist Og fn E Lp with e(fn) Q 1 such that 
e’(T&d)= sup ( J T(x, Y)/~(Y)~~(Y): %=I, 2, . ..) 
holds for almost every x E X. For each n= 1, 2, . . . we have 
Tf&) = JY T(x, YMY)WY) 6g(x)e(fd <g(x) 
almost everywhere on X. Hence e’(Tz(y)) <g(x)<- 8.8. on X, i.e., for 
almost every x E X we have T%(y) E Li( Y). 
From the proof that (i) and (ii) are equivalent we deduce the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.3, If T is a generalized carlemun operator from a normed 
function space Lp with order continuous norm into M(X, ,u), then e’(T,(y)) 
is the inJimum in M(X, ,u) of all g E M(X, p) for which /Tfi <g-e(f) holds 
for all f E Lp. 
We note that the above corollary is a generalization of a result of 
V. B. Korotkov ([4], lemma 2) for operators of Carleman type defined in 
Hilbert space. Moreover we note that the above theorem generalizes a 
number of characterizations of Carleman operators (see [3] and [ll] and 
the references contained therein). We now add another equivalence in 
case LQ=L2( Y, v). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let T be a linear operator from Lz( Y, Y) into M(X, ,u). 
Then the following wnditions are equivalent. 
(i) T is an operator of Carleman type, i.e., T is a kernel operator with 
kernel T%(y) = T(x, y) E Lz( Y, v) for almost every x E X. 
(ii) There exists g E M(X, p) such that jTf(x)j <g(x)llf112 holds a.e. on X 
for all f E Lz( Y, v). 
(iii) If 1% E L2( Y, v) and llf& -+ 0, then Tfn -+ 0 a.e. on X. 
(iv) For every orthonormal system {e,} in &( Y, v) the function 
sup ( 2 ITeai(x)12: n En, (011, . . . . a,} C {a}) 
i-l 
exist8 in H(X, p). 
PROOF. The proof of (i) + (ii) * (iii) is contained in theorem 2.2. We 
prove therefore first that (iv) implies (iii) and then that (ii) implies (iv). 
Let (iv) hold and let fn E Lz( Y, v) for n= 1, 2, . . . with llf,Jls -+ 0. There 
exists an orthonormal system (e,: n = 1, 2, . . .) in Ls( Y, v) spanning the 
same linear subspaces as (fn : n= 1, 2, . ..). Let 1% = & QQ. Then llf,Jls= 
= (2: cp and Tf,,= 1: QTQ, so 
ITf&)l =G z! Is(Tet)(4l G( 2:: lcg12)112( z! ITer(412)1’2< IIf&-h(4 
for almost every x, where h2(x) is the supremum occurring in (iv) for the 
orthonormal system (en: n= 1, 2, . ..). Since llf,& -+ 0, it follows that 
(Tfn)(x) + 0 for almost every x E X. Assume now that (i) holds and let 
(e,: OL E (a}) be an orthonormal system in Lz( Y, v). Then, for (al, . . . . a,} C 
C (a>, it follows for almost every x E X from Bessel’s inequality 
k~~ITa,(412=k~Il J T(T Y) e&d dv(~)la=~$ .f Tz(Y) e~,(yW(~)l~ 
< J IT@, Y)I~MY)- 
This implies that 
sup ( 2 lTe&$12: (011 , . .. . an} C {+z J IT@, y)12dv(y)<~ 
k-l 
a.e. on X. This completes the proof of theorem 2.4. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let T be an operator of Carleman type from Lz( Y, v) 
into M(X, ,u) and let (e,} be an orthonormal basis of Lz( Y, v). Then 
(i) J IT@, y)12dv(y)= sup (k$IITc+)lB: {a . . . . an) C {a}) 
a.e. on X. 
(ii) Te,(x) =0 a.e. on X for all 01 E {a} except an at most countable 8et 
{or,> C (cc} and for these aa'8 we have 
S IT@, y)12~v(y)=~~~lTea~(x)12 
a.e. on X. 
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PROOF. From the above proof of (i) +- (iv) it follows that 
8.8. on X. From corollary 2.3 it follows that 
(2) ( S I%, Y)I~MY)Y~= inf (g: g E Jf(-K PU) ad IW4l <s@Mf) a4. 
We note that by (iii) of the above theorem we have that ]]j,& + 0 implies 
that Tj,&) -+ 0 8.8. Let j E &(Y, Y). Then j= F C~Q (in norm) with 
(et} C {e,}. For 12=1, 2, . . . we write jn= 2 cte+ so ]lj-j,&, -+ 0. Hence 
T(j- jn) --f 0 a.e., i.e., Tjn + Tj a.e. For almost every x E X we have 
IWx)l = I 27 ceVW4I ==G ( I$ Ict12Y2(  PW412Y2< IlfllaW)~ 
where h(x) denotes the supremum in the right hand side of (i). It follows 
that also ITj(x)I < Iljll&@) a.e., since Tjk + Tj a.e. This proves that h(x) 
is one of the g E Jf(X, ,u) for which ITj(x)I <g(x)e(j) a.e., so (by (2)) 
( S IT@, YN~WY/))~‘~~W) 
8.8. from this we can conclude immediately that (by (1)) 
J IT(x, y)12dv(y)= sup ( z ITe,,(x)l2: (0~1, . . . . a,> C {a}). 
To prove (ii) we notice that it follows from (i) that there exist countably 
many sets A, (n=l, 2, . . . ) of finite subsets of (a} such that 
J IT&, y)12dv(y)= sup (2 ITe,(z)j2: n= 1, 2, . ..) 
a.e. on X. Hence Tea(s) = 0 a.e. for all 01 E {a}- Up A,. This proves the 
first part of (ii) and the other part follows easily from this. 
Part of the above corollary and the fourth equivalence in theorem 2.4 
are due to M. Schreiber and Gy. Targonski [9]. 
We conclude this section by remarking that it follows from (ii) of the 
above corollary that a continuous operator of Carleman type from Lz( Y, Y) 
into Lz(X, ,B) has a norm separable range. Note that we do not assume 
that our measures are separable. 
3. GENERALIZED HILLE-TAMARKIN OPERATORS 
In this section we prove an order theoretic characterization of generalized 
Hill+Tamarkin operators, based on the results of section 2. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A kernel operator T from a normed junction space 
Lp( Y, v) into a normed junction space La(X, ,u) is called a kernel operator 
of jinite double norm (or a generalized Hille-Tamarkin operator) if the 
kernel T(x, y) of T satis$es the inequality 
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In case of .LQ=Lp(Y, Y), p>l, and LA=L~(X, ,u), qcco, this means that 
T is a kernel operator, with kernel T(x, y), from LP( Y, V) into L,JX, ,u) 
such that 
( J ( J IT(x, YP’ Wy)P’ 444P < 00, 
where p’ is defined by p-l + @‘)-I = 1, i.e., T is a Hille-Tamarkin operator. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Lp( Y, v) and LA(X, ,u) be two normed functim spaces 
and assume that e is order continuous. Then the following conditim are 
equivalent for a linear operator T frm LQ into La. 
(i) T is a kernel operator of Jinite double nmm. 
(ii) There exists g 6 Ln such that 
P’fWl <gW~e(f) 
a.e. for all f E Lp. 
PROOF. The proof of (i) =s- (ii) follows from the proof of theorem 2.2 
and the observation that now g(x) =e’(T%(y)) E LA(X, ,u). Assume now that 
(ii) holds. Then it follows as in theorem 2.2 that T is kernel operator 
with kernel T(x, y). From corollary 2.3 it follows that e’(T,(y))<g(x) a.e. 
on X, so 4e’(T&))) <4g) < -. 
In conclusion we note that the extension of the results in this paper 
to complex valued measurable functions is immediate. 
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